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The Straits Times says

Vital step-up for disadvantaged kids

T

he Circle of Care programme, introduced at two
pre-schools three years ago, attests to the difference that early and holistic intervention can
make to the learning and social abilities of underprivileged children. The scheme, run by the Lien
Foundation and Care Corner, led to higher rates
of school attendance and learning gains among
the children receiving attention. Gratifyingly, the
programme will be expanded to 15 pre-schools,
and two primary schools have come within its
ambit to see how children could be helped to
make the transition to Primary 1. There is a vital
need to keep children with difficulties in mind,
even as the education system at large strives to
promote all-round development that will hold

children in good stead in a changing world.
Care Corner was founded in 1981 with the objective of helping the lower-income, particularly
blue-collar workers, at a time when intensifying
regional economic competition widened the rift
between them and the wealthy in Singapore. Circle of Care is one of the ways in which this objective is pursued, with beneficiaries being served regardless of their race, language or religion. The
project is a good example of the need to move beyond the idea of charity in helping the weak – for
example, through cash support – and draw on the
diverse contributions of professionals working together purposefully to bring about social change.
The advantage of the scheme is inherent in its

name. The programme weaves an integrated “circle of care” around the child, one consisting of
teachers, social workers, education therapists
and community partners. Typically, they work
apart, concentrating their special expertise on
segmented aspects of a child’s development. The
scheme brings them together, pooling that expertise to identify the root causes of the child’s difficulties and to provide help on different fronts
concurrently. Literacy and numeracy skills feature prominently on the educational priorities of
the programme, which tries to prevent children
in troubled circumstances from falling back because of a lack of sufficient support at home.
However, such schemes can work only if fami-

lies realise their potential to transform lives down
the generations. It is natural for troubled parents
to concentrate on the immediately relevant as the
future of children takes a step back in pressing circumstances. Yet, a durable answer lies in seeking
or accepting social intervention which provides
children an escape route from the obstacles that
their parents face. There is no shame in this, no
proverbial “loss of face”. Singaporean parents
owe their children the gift of a future unburdened
by the woes of the present.
Professionals play an essential role but volunteers are well-placed to intervene informally in
areas where concerted action can bring about lasting change for the better in vulnerable lives.

EconomicAffairs

Time for
S’pore to
invest in its
‘Personality’
Sanjeev Sanyal

Singapore needs to make
the transition from being
an ingenious whizz-kid to
becoming a mature city
with a distinct personality.
This would be a big shift in
the way the city state
thinks of long-term
economic strategy.
The good news is that
the ingredients already
exist for creating a distinct
and lasting personality
for Singapore.

Singapore has exhibited
extraordinary flexibility as it
evolved, in less than two
generations, from a British colonial
outpost to one of the most
successful cities in the world. At
each stage, the city state was able to
add a new layer to the economy as it
moved up the value chain – from a
port to a manufacturing cluster,
then a financial centre and more
recently a hub for education,
research and entertainment.
This flexibility is based in no
small part on the willingness to
radically rethink the economic and
urban strategy every 15 years or so.
The last round happened in the
aftermath of the Asian financial
crisis and the Sars (severe acute
respiratory syndrome) epidemic. It
is now time for a new round.
The succession of strategies used
by Singapore to develop quickly has
had one common theme – the
economic model was the driving
force and sociocultural policy had
to adjust to it.
However, the city state now has
to face a very different problem:
How to maintain sociocultural
continuity in the face of very rapid
demographic change. How the city
state manages this will have a
significant impact on its political
and economic future.
Singapore’s population is
currently estimated to be at 5.5
million, 3.4 million of whom are
citizens and 500,000 are
permanent residents (together
they are called the resident
population). Foreigners make up
the remainder. The problem is that
the resident population has a very
low fertility rate. Total fertility rate
(TFR) is defined as the average
number of live births a woman will
have over her lifetime. The city
state requires a minimum TFR of
2.1 in order to keep its resident
population stable, but the current
rate is 1.24, a little more than half

the “replacement rate”. This
implies a dramatic long-term shift
because the number of “native”
Singaporeans will drop to half the
current level over a single
generation (one must also allow
for the fact that, in a globalised
world, many Singaporeans will opt
to live abroad).
The Government has long
recognised the problem of low
birth rates, but despite many
efforts, nothing has so far
succeeded in pushing up the
fertility rate. This is not a unique
problem and is common to many
countries in Europe and East Asia.
The obvious implication is that
Singapore will need to rely heavily
on immigration. In other words, the
resident population will have to be
steadily replenished by

newcomers, including new
citizens, merely to maintain the
current population cluster.
One option for the city state is to
accept demographic decline and
allow the population to shrink. Some
Asian countries, such as Japan, seem
to be opting for this, but Singapore is
a “global city” that requires a
minimum cluster of activity. As it is,
Singapore has the smallest
population of any major global hub
and there is a non-trivial risk that a
steady decline in population would
trigger a process of de-clustering.
Urban history shows that once
de-clustering begins, it can gather
unstoppable momentum that is
difficult to arrest (ask Detroit).
Using immigration to maintain
the urban cluster is not a problem in
itself since Singaporeans, despite

grumbling occasionally, are
remarkably open to outsiders; after
all, everyone is an immigrant within
a few generations. Indeed,
immigration and foreigner inflow
were largely responsible for the
jump in population from four million
in 2000 to today’s 5.5 million. The
real problem is how to maintain
socio-economic continuity when
the anchor population begins to
shrink and age rapidly.
This is not about some
sentimental attachment to a
“Singaporean way of life”. Despite a
bubbling ethnic mix, Singapore’s
economic miracle was made
possible by an exceptional degree
of social cohesion.
Therefore, from a purely
economic perspective, one needs
to wonder if demographic change

will happen too fast for the
newcomers to be acculturated and
sociocultural continuity to be
maintained. In other words, the
debate over immigration in
Singapore should not be trivialised
as xenophobia but seen as a
fundamental one about the city
state’s long-term viability.
Singapore’s leaders are aware of
these risks and are trying hard to
manage contradictory pressures.
On the one hand, the pace of
immigration has been slowed to
what is deemed socially acceptable.
On the other hand, the Government
has recognised that Singapore’s
urban mass can be increased by
leveraging the hinterland.
Thus, we have seen support for
urban developments in the
Iskandar development region in
Malaysia. Also, a high-speed rail
link is to be built between
Singapore and Kuala Lumpur. The
idea is that the urban system
around Singapore could be bigger
than Singapore the country.
Even if successful, such strategies
may keep Singapore’s economy
running for no more than a decade
or two. The country’s abysmal birth
rates will sooner rather than later
force Singapore to confront the
issue of sociocultural continuity.
In many ways, Singapore’s
problem is common to all global
cities where the population keeps
churning. Successful cities such as
New York and London have been
able to deal with constant
demographic change by
developing a strong urban culture.
This “culture” is so strong that a
newcomer quickly becomes a New
Yorker or a Londoner irrespective
of the colour of his passport.
In turn, the culture is derived
from anchor institutions that
provide a shared experience and
keep the collective memory alive.
Institutions that help maintain
continuity in London include its
universities, museums, theatres,
old buildings and traditions, and
even the monarchy.
Cultural factors such as literature
also play an important role: No
matter who buys or sells real estate
in Baker Street, Sherlock Holmes
will continue to live there. New York
is similarly served by Columbia
University, New York University,
Central Park, Broadway and the
street grid of Manhattan. Popular
music and local eccentricities are a
part of the mix. In short, Singapore
needs to make the transition from
being an ingenious whizz-kid to
becoming a mature city with a
distinct personality.
This would be a big shift in the
way the city state thinks of
long-term economic strategy. The
good news is that the ingredients
already exist for creating a distinct
and lasting personality for
Singapore. As a Chinese-majority
city with a Sanskrit name that
started out as a European outpost in
South-east Asia, it is the meeting
point of some of the world’s great
civilisations. In the past, this cultural
mix was seen as peripheral to
Singapore’s economic model but, in
the long run, it may prove to be its
single biggest strength.
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